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HoCare2.0 project is co-funded by the European Union funds (ERDF).


	Text Field 21: IDEGO SRL
	Text Field 68: CREMONA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE (ITALY)
	Text Field 69: 12/2020 - 03/2022 
	Text Field 70: IDEGO
	Text Field 25: Idego innovative solution consists of a home cognitive stimulation activity, by means of a tablet that allows a remote operator to provide the service, with innovative methods and with the support of a team of experts, by Idego srl. A software assures the user interaction needed, creating a user friendly environment. The solution allows to reduce the costs of cognitive stimulation and to multiply the number of sessions, avoiding transfers of operators to the user's home. Furthermore, the creation of virtual scenarios ad hoc for the user can contribute to a targeted multifunctional cognitive stimulation, thanks to the design of the virtual exercises stimulation, slowing down the process of cognitive decline by actively engaging the user, more frequently than in the as is scenario
	Text Field 29: Despite the COVID-19 pandemic situation when physical meetings were difficult to organise, the level of engagement of the user representatives proved to be high, thanks to the interviews and the online meetings. The SME partner was positively impressed by the co-creation method, which allowed to improve the solution during the testing period and the SME declared its willingness to use this approach for future developments. In order to increase the effectiveness of the co-creation method, physical meetings are important for motivating participants in the process. For an effective management of the of the co-creation LAB, it is crucial that the high level of the QH organisations involved is directly engaged.
	Text Field 32: o Implementation plano Selection of end users according to the pilot criteriao Arrange training sessions with operatorso Presentation of the innovative solution to the participantso Define the device delivery plano Delivery of the device to the userso Testing Monitoring & management of the Piloto Final Low-fidelity Proof-of-Concept o High-Fidelity Minimal Viable Product (MVP)o Improved High-Fidelity Minimal Viable Product (MVP)o Final Minimal Marketable Product (MMP)
	Text Field 31: Mapping, guided interviews, focus group meetings, supporting participants, monitoring progress and balance in the team, diagrams, collective intelligence, Identifying existing good practices, questionnaires, external experts involvement 
	Text Field 33: End users:12 seniors, 83 - 90 years old, 12 caregivers, all located in the Cremona Province. They are affected by initial cognitive impairment (mild or mild/moderate level), they are assisted in open RSA Regional Health Care measure. All the 15 QH-partners of the Cremona Co Creation Lab, representing the 4 helixes have been planning, monitoring and providing feedback throughout the pilot. One expert in gerontology was involved as expert, as well as 3-4 geriatric nurses.Their opinion and feedback was collected and used in the development process. Lombardy Region has always been deeply involved in the process as a policy partner
	Text Field 30: Find out more at www.http://interreg-central.eu/HoCare2.0.html and at www.cr.camcom.it


